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Who is this book for

With the spread of the Digital Customer Service, front line
agents skills need to be-up-to-date in order to let them manage
conversations through digital channels (social media, live chat and
messaging apps).

The price to pay for those who do not rapidly adapt is high:
inadequate and unsatisfactory answers that generate poor customer
experiences. Consequently, instead of consolidating the relationship,
it risks to deteriorating rapidly. That's why this ebook is particularly
aimed at:

Customer service / contact center managers
Supervisor / team leaders
HR managers, given the opportunity to develop a brand new know-
how to attract and develop talents.

Note: In chapter 4. you will find Digital Customer Service Personas
©, the model unveiling knowledge, skills and abilities necessary
according to the type of digital channel.

It's the result of the work done in recent years with clients that have
successfully invested in Digital Customer Service.

Enjoy the read!

Paolo Fabrizio  - Digital Customer Service Consultant, Trainer, Author, Speaker. 

Maurizio Mesenzani  - Customer Service & Management Consultant.
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1. Are you equipped to meet digital
customer's expectations?

  Let's start from the concept of "digital customer" because this
expression requires clarification: a customer is never virtual as we
are talking about a real person. What has become digital indeed are
support channels, meaning that the customer may interact with
brands thru:

- Physical channels (face to face in stores, shops / branches)

- Traditional channels (telephone, email)

- Digital channels (social networks, live chat, messaging apps)

We are observing an increase of digital channels, whereas a
gradual decrease of others; that does not mean though that neither
they're bound to disappear, nor to become not relevant. In fact digital
channels are growing but at the same time they still represent only a
small part of the contacts between companies and their customers,
with significant differences between the various industries and
customers types (B2C or B2B).

However new generations, from millennials onwards, prefer to
use digital support channels as the first contact option in case of
need. Moreover, the spread of mobile devices makes digital contacts
more effective and efficient than other types of contact. More
generally, the customer tends to use all the available contact
channels, even for the same need and also simultaneously. For
example a customer calls a contact center, then sends an email,
writes to a social network and/or sends a message via live chat or
messaging apps. 

Q. Have you ever done something similar when a brand failed to give
you a prompt support for an urgent case?
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The "digital customer" is therefore always connected, wherever
he/she is. That radically changes his/her expectations. In terms of
processes, what does the customer do and what are their
expectations? Consider that there are different areas of interaction
between companies and customers. We can summarize them in four
macro-phases: awareness, investigation, purchase, post-sales. They
are distinct areas, in which companies goals and customers'
expectations vary. Without further ado let's dive into them!

Awareness
It takes place when the customer contacts the company and
discovers the content of the offers, places the brand in its mental
areas (good / bad ones), and associates the brand's products /
services to their areas of need and desire. At this stage, customer's
expectations are linked to the clarity of the messages, consistency,
and what the brand offers in terms of product / service. Promotional
messages must be clear on all channels, communication style, tone,
verbal and visual language need to be coherent and aligned and
must speak to the rational and emotional parts of the customers.
Needs and desires must be precisely targeted and more and more
personalized. It's the logic of one-to-one management that applies to
both marketing and customer service activities. Each information
enquiry hast to be carefully managed because customer's
expectation is not just "knowing things", they also want an
"interaction experience", which touches all the rational and emotional
chords. The information overload of content available on the streets ,
TV and web makes it really difficult to stand out, then to capture
attention, respond to a need, satisfy a desire.
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The moment the customer has reached awareness, he/she moves
onto the investigation phase.

Investigation. It's the crucial moment of comparison and choice.
The customer analyzes brand's offer in detail and assesses IF and
WHEN buying. He/she evaluates either the rational and emotional
aspects of the proposal and make a choice. At this stage, customer's
expectation is to understand the difference between competitors'
offers - if there's one - thus to perceive value (real, intrinsic, explicit,
added). The perception of value is therefore key element of any
interaction, whatever the product or service it is evaluating, the
investigation phase for the customer ends with a purchase or
abandonment. The latter is often a postponement, so it's a
"temporary no", but certainly these outcomes are very different from
the purchase. Customer expectations at this stage cover specific
areas: added value, uniqueness, distinctiveness. Are you providing
them to your prospects and customers? 

Purchase. The decision made in the previous phase become action:
purchase completion. The "digital customer" can buy online, in the
shop or on the phone, depending on the expected process and
according to his/her preferences. In all cases, it's brand's interest to
design and structure a smooth customer experience path, such
as payment methods/processes and the most appropriate conditions
for each customer.Customer's expectations in this case are simplicity,
security and customization. During the purchase process, he /she
does not want to make unnecessary cognitive and emotional efforts
= being able to buy with a few clicks or in a few minutes, in ia brick-
and-mortar shop.
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Every wasted minute in this phase is a minute lost for the company
and the customer. The purchase process must be safe, so
that customer's data (for example his credit card) must be protected;
every perception of insecurity becomes a reputational issue and
consequently a potential problem in the next phase, the post-sale. In
the same way, personalization must also be handled with
care because it is another area of   key customer expectations: 
payment methods and conditions must meet the needs of the
individual customer and be aligned with his needs and desires,
otherwise they become problems to be managed after-sales or as
complaints or as debt collection.

Post-sale. Requests for information, requests for technical or
administrative assistance, complaints and debt collection are the
basic after-sales activities. In fact customer's expectations are very
diverse: in the first place the customer expects to receive a "service"
(from the Latin "servitium"). During this phase, expectations include
tangible elements such as solving a problem or responding to
requests, along with with less tangible elements such as
competence, reliability, the ability to take charge and reassure.

This is the make it or break it phase because the image projected in
customer's mind in the previous phases can be destroyed or a happy
customer can be converted into a "fan", activating that active
reference process, which has become strategic in our digital and
social context .
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Remember that the "digital customer" uses all available channels to
ask questions, to post comments on social media, especially
negative ones, therefore it is necessary to carefully evaluate how to
manage each single interaction. 

Poorly managed digital interactions can quickly lead your customers
to become detractors capable of influencing others online and offline.
Another element of expectation regards the channels, the location
and timing of the contacts: s the customer expects to be able to
contact the company through all channels that he uses, he / she
also expects to be able to contact the company from wherever he /
she is demanding a 24/7 service availability.

This is a new relationship era driven by online conversations, but also
by market logics and renewed socio-cultural habits. The customer
wants more and more value-added experiences, not just products,
offers, discounts, promotions.

If you're not able to meet and exceed them in a timely and consistent
fashion you'll soon have a retention problem.
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2. From agent to digital conversation
specialist

The main consequences of the customer's behaviors and
expectations just described have repercussions on brands. In fact
the rising demand for digital support and assistance is becoming
widespread. These needs have turned into real pushes towards 
Digital Customer Service for a growing number of companies; for
them the challenge is to develop a well structured and effective
organizational system. It's no coincidence that one of the most
frequent dynamics we observe on public channels is the following:

[Marketing purpose] the brand posts content on social channels,
such Facebook, Twitter or Instagram, to promote their products /

services. 

⬇ 
[Customer support need] customers interact with such content in

a different, unexpected way: asking for information, assistance,
reporting issues or making public complaints.

⬇

[Organizational issue] social channels are usually managed by
Marketing, which however do not have customer service skills.

Hence a strategic decisione to be quickly taken: who should
respond to customers? In which cases? And above all how? 

 

Consequently, the topic of digital customer service skills becomes as
important because it reflects on customer service functions from an
operational point of view, as well as on HR for organizational
purposes. Important: whenever we mention skills in this ebook we
refer to the role of  a front line person, such as customer service
assistant / contact center agent.
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Thanks to our experience gained as consultants and trainers
specialized in Digital Customer Service we can confirm that people
who have provided customer service through traditional channels
(telephone, email) are not ready to do the same great through digital
channels. The reason why? Digital channels have different
communication dynamics and rules of engagement compared to
traditional channels. In fact:

On social media and online review sites, conversations are public -
therefore by responding to a customer you must be able to
communicate effectively with the 'spectatiors' of that conversation -
who may be actual or potential customers
Via Live Chat the conversation with the customer takes is really
live! So the waiting time between a customer interaction and
agents' response must be almost immediate and well crafted.
Otherwise in a few seconds the customer may become distracted
or impatient
With messaging apps (e.g. WhatsApp, Messenger, Telegram) even
though you do not interact live, you must still be quick, concise and
effective. Here customer's expectations regard the chance to get a
speedy solution to their problems.
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2.1 The new scenario: digital customer service is here to stay 

 Let's begin to focus our attention on the skills and competences
necessary to deal with the customer through digital channels. In
order to achieve that, it's paramount to starting from
this consideration:  customer service agents, however expert on
traditional channels, need a specific training to offer excellent support
also on online channels. Only by optimizing his knowledge, skills and
attitudes they can become specialists in digital conversations, thus
efficiently managing all situations they may face online to consolidate
customer's trust.

After a few years of hesitation about these issues, today these needs
are increasingly felt in the market, so that we have already helped a
growing number of client companies from various sectors to hire and
and train their own team of digital customer assistants. This need to
update / increase customer agent's skills to meet new customer
expectations are often linked to two specific terms. Let's get to know
them to prevent any misunderstanding:

Reskilling - creating new professional skills
Upskilling - evolution / growth specific skills

Some prefer the former, others prefer the latter. What we do
is considering them complementary in a successful Digital Customer
Service road map. In fact, only by combining reskilling and upskilling
you achieve a real professional evolution, more than ever needed
today in such a complex and ever-changing job market.
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2.2 Five must-have competences for your support staff 

Now it's time to examine five essential skills to develop in your digital
customer assistants. For each of them you will find a specific
interpretation in terms of Digital Customer Service:

Sentiment detection → by reading customer's message / question,
the person is able to quickly understand its meaning, mood and
underlying intention (what does really the customer aim at). This
ability is prerequisite to respond effectively, preventing
misunderstandings or misinterpretations.

Writing → he/she is able to write clearly and concisely and conveys
the concept without getting lost in an excess of verbosity. Making
neither grammar mistakes, nor abuses of technical terms that are
difficult for the customer to understand (no jargon, no 'brandalese')

Empathy → having developed sentiment detection, he/she
can adapt tone of voice of response to the specific customer's mood.
This helps also to optimize = reduce the overall number of
interactions on each conversations. Consequently, great benefits
both on productivity and on the customer satisfaction side (less effort
and time spent by both)

Emotional intelligence → our digital assistant knows how to handle
any criticism, complaint or aggressive behavior without ever taking it
personally. This virtue allows him/her to respond to the customer
even in situations of tension, avoiding terms or tones that can make
the customer even more nervous. Thus preventing negative
escalations (e.g. complaints)
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Business acumen → instead of just replying providing information,
he/she is able to sell it to sell the solution, so that the customer can
fully appreciate its benefits. This attitude is particularly useful in
managing conversations that take place on "public" channels, such
as social media and online review sites (for example Google My
Business and Trustpilot)

Thanks to these 5 must-have skills, your digital customer assistant is
able to serve splendid assists to Marketing and Sales colleagues,
contributing actively to developing a healthy and profitable business.

Note: we will get to the core of these specific skills in chapter 4.
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To get loyal customers take care of
each conversation by turning your
agents into specialists in digital
conversations. 
Paolo Fabrizio

Condividi su Twitter Condividi su LinkedIn
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3. Why having a DCS team is gold for
CS and HR

As just explained, in order to develop an effective Digital Customer
Service plan it's paramount to have specialists in digital
conversations. We know that this organizational and investment
effort is totally new for most of companies; in fact until recently
phone and email channels had substantially monopolized attention in
customer support and, accordingly, maintained an organizational
status quo. By routing agents based on their attitude for one channel
or the other, customer service management could oversee key
contact activities thru KPIs monitoring. However that's the past!

In 2020 mastering digital conversations on different platforms is
urgent and it requires different skills. That means building up a new,
internal know-how and also new career paths cooperating with
function, taking into account the current reality and future
development scenarios. Yes, we're taking about growth thru a
medium-term vision. So let's dive into the three main reasons that will
help you when your boss will ask you the following question: why
shall we have a Digital Customer Service team?
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3.1 Getting your agents master digital conversations

Credit image: Unsplash.com

First and foremost, digital channels are not just 'extra channels' to be
monitored: they are different compared to traditional ones. Social
networks, live chat / video-chat and messaging apps are, per se
unique. So they need to be treated in a specialized way. 

Let's see how and why.

Social networks are very different from each other. Usually
companies preside over 'generalist' social networks, including for
example Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. But there are also other
channels where conversations are public, such as online reviews
(e.g. Google My Business and Trustpilot). Each of these platform has
different logics with different tone of voice, however the north pole is
one: providing the customer with a clear, resolutive response in a
consistent an timely fashion.
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Social networks represent a typical example where conversations are
one-to-one-to-many. Therefore from a front line / agent's standpoint
that means re-think, re-read and re-write all interactions thru a
different lens: being crystal clear, concise in a asynchronous yet
demanding environment in terms of speed. Another challenge is
represented by moving part of the conversations from to public to
provate messages. 

When shall I do it / not dot? 

How can I properly ask the customer to go private?

How can I get their approval preventing any friction? 

How can I assure spectators that I'm not trying to hide the dirt under
the carpet?

These last points would be enough to show that handling customer
support over social media is everything but simple and specific skills
are required. Re-designing such conversational flows often requires a
"Copernican revolution", due to the nature of social channels: for
example, the resolution of a generic issue, or a theme of cross-
cutting assistance to many customers can deliberately be spread
quickly to thousands of customers (also with negativity, complaints,
etc., which would be confined to the private, single conversation by
phone or email). Like it or not, the traditional approach of 'keeping
complaints private' has been turned upside down in the social-sharing
world we all are living in. The good news is that using social channels
wisely and responding in public in good and bad times, enables you
to consolidate trust, either by your current customers and
consequently attract new potential ones.
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Think about the professional approach on content required by
LinkedIn or journalistic flavor on Twitter or the very informal tone on
Facebook or Instagram. Think about the need for a "social-proofed"
content in social media of reviews such as Trustpilot or Tripadvisor.
Then focus on different writing styles required: the ideal situation is
that the digital customer service teams manage to develop their own,
balancing their brand's voice (marketing) and their audience one
(customers).

As for live chat and messaging apps channels, required skills are
still different compared to social media customer service. As live chat
conversations are real-time, consequently the 'fight club'
vary accordingly. Great reading skills, attention at details,
speed, analytical and synthetic skills need to be applied very quickly
and sharply. Giving a customer a wrong information due to hurry in a
live chat conversation may compromise overall customer experience
and in worst cases be copied, pasted and posted on public channels.
A delayed response of just a couple of minutes may lead the
customer to abandon the live chat and use other digital channels to
vent their dissatisfaction: that means lower agents' production
working on more channels to handle the same 'ticket', poorer
customer experiences. Even on messaging apps, specific tones and
languages   are needed: smart-icons and acronyms are normal
interlocutions, those who manage these channels must master this
"slang" in a precise way, both to understand and to communicate.

The ideal situation is therefore that companies have dedicated digital
channels teams, avoiding agents handling conversations both on
traditional and digital channels. Even though it may seem productive
to have a person on the phone who also handles chats or social
networks, on the other hand this habit becomes a fountain of
mistakes, bad management, as well as being a source of stress and
tiredness. 

In a word, counterproductive.
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3.2 Building a scalable know-how  know

Here we immediately make a premise: companies and public
administrations are largely outsourcing processes and managing
digital channels. On one hand, this is logic may work well in some
specific areas (creating and publishing content) in other areas it can
become an obstacle to the effective management of relationship with
customers and citizens. Even when interactions through digital
channels are overseen by external suppliers, including marketing
agencies and outsourcers, it's companies interest to have the internal
know-how necessary to guide them. Too often, in fact, we have
observed ineffective conversations because the content marketing
teams managed support responses - thus trying to do Digital
Customer Service! Consequently, such conversations lead to bad
customer experiences for many reasons. A frequent situation?
Brands repeating the same answer like robots (canned
responses). See below an example with 3 different customers
receiving the same response.
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By doing so, brand's efficiency and reputation are at stake. If digital
channels can certainly be considered promotional channels (think of
"sponsored posts" for example, or content with emotional impact),
they are being experienced by customers and by citizens as
channels of contact and interaction, thus support. It's therefore
essential developing your know-how to master digital channels =
digital conversations, defining the most appropriate caring
strategies. 

Building an internal Digital Customer Service is useful not only for
handling interactions in any situation, but also for reporting and
listening activities on digital channels. Both brands and public
administrations shall listen to their customers in a consistent and
structured manner.

In addition to the conversational know-how, it is in fact necessary to
internally develop the know-how relating to digital and social
analytics, to better target both the contact actions and the initiatives
for the development of products and services: customers in social
channels publish comments, reviews , evaluations, tell their
experiences. Companies must have the analytical reading skills within
them, not only to detect sentiment but also to detect suggestions and
proposals, to make market analyzes, competition assessments.
Listening to social and digital channels means choosing and directing
the configurations of ad hoc tools; as for these, brands need to own
those necessary basic skills to govern  processes, especially if they
decide to outsource digital support. 
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For example, the choice and configuration of social listening and
digital caring tools requires different types of know-how: while it is
appropriate to develop internal skills to formulate strategic objectives,
when it comes to doing software selection for an omni-channel
platform with high-level requirements and measurement indicators, it
may be more effective to ask external suppliers to carry out this
activity. 

On all these points there are still some uncertainties and ambiguities:
the complexity of the issue relating to digital channels and the
prevalence of promotional activities with respect to listening and
assistance one has led many brands to simply outsource the
whole process. This led, as a result, to a know-how gap between the
internal and external. This affects the customer-supplier relationship
but also the ability to make the most of digital channels: in many
cases companies are slow / reluctant to integrate new digital
channels: social media are often feared since conversations are
public, so do complaints. Conversely, customers are more up-to-date
and move quickly from one digital channel to another at high speed. 

Guess what? 

They have no patience to wait for brands to evolve and adapt.
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Sometimes lack of culture dramatically emerge in such situation.
When the management team has not been properly and previously
engaged, they hardly understand the opportunities of a
Digital Customer Service plan. Too often digital and social
phenomena are ignored, sometimes underestimated / not fully
understood.

In order to generate valuable internal know-how, it is therefore
necessary to develop ad hoc paths for the following activities:

Managing conversations through digital channels
Designing digital channel management processes
Choosing tools / platforms and suppliers

On these points it is necessary to develop ad hoc training plans and
to have dedicated and prepared professionals - and you're going to
get juicy fruit regarding this topic in the next chapter.
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 3.3 Creating new career paths to attract talents 

The market is changing very rapidly: service apps, peer-to-peer
communities that conquer the markets (e.g. see BlaBla car, Uber,
Airbnb) are based on non-possession (long-term rental term, Enjoy,
DriveNow) and media integration (internet TV, TV on demand, Alexa,
podcasts), are just examples of a rapidly changing economic and
social context. Current customer service structures are still mainly
vertical (from agent to Team Leader, from Team Leader to Manager,
etc.) so that professional skills are mostly indistinct and flattened
(agent, representative, operator). Sometimes they are distinguished
between front-line and back-office, sometimes between headphones
and "non-headphones" roles. Social networks are often unknown
and the attribution of tasks and activities follows opportunistic logics
of saturations, productivity, inbound flows, emergencies. In this
scenario brands make efforts with poor results because
they are hardly able to exploit the digital and social know-how present
in their realities, very rarely there are specific growth and career
paths associated with tasks, roles, salaries and KPIs.

This requires a rapid change of pace, mainly for two reasons: 

1. As anticipated above, the market demands innovation, customers
demand professionalism

2. Customers demand consistent, excellent experiences and
memorable customer journeys regardless the support channel  

 So the answer is staff specialization, certifying skills acquired and
allowing companies to choose the right people at the right time for
their Digital Customer Service activities.
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Sometimes we've found ourselves at analyzing online reviews on
Trustipilot / GoogleMyBusiness on behalf of a client, or
helping integrate Whatsapp as a support channel.  

If the first reason regards the market and customers, the second one
concerns people and the labor market: turning customer service into
a place of talent attraction. This is especially true in mature markets,
where more than generating new customers starting from the "green
field" it is necessary to retain customers to consolidate trust for up-
selling & cross-selling goals.

Think about how Amazon or Google provide caring, where 
materiality and brand of the products are quite distinct from the
service offered. This requires increasing professionalization which
must be developed and recognized in an appropriate way. It is
therefore necessary to develop specific professional paths based on
the acquisition of digital and social skills that must be validated
and rewarded. Customer service staff need career paths that make
them grow with medium-long term perspectives, in order to practice
and enhance digital skills gained over time.
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5 Digital Customer Service sins to be abandoned
immediately

1. Assign your customer service team activities in an
unstructured / opportunistic way (e.g. just based on volumes
or emergencies).

2. Neglecting the need for specific skills to successfully
manage Digital Customer Service.

3. Underestimating the importance of a tailored training
courses to learn how to master digital conversations.

4. Outsourcing Digital Customer Service activities without
developing an internal know-how.

5.  Using digital channels as megaphones, rather than as
conversational channels.
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3.4 An international case study 

Now, let's see the example of a brand that started as Digital
Customer Service pioneer and now is a recognized. Dr. Schaer is
one of the biggest european brands providing gluten-free food. You
may find their products in big supermarkets chains such as Tesco
(UK), Esselunga (Italy) and Auchan (France). In 2016 they embarked
on a successful path that led them to be among the first italian
brands to invest in the Digital Customer Service, reaping soon great
the benefits. In fact today they are an example to follow - even by
companies from other industries

Here's why.

These are the main stages of their journey:

In 2016 they launched their own team dedicated to the Digital
Customer Service supporting their consumers in italian, german,
english and french through Email, Facebook, Instagram and Live
Chat.
After a few months, more and more consumers appreciated that
the company timely responded thru digital channels: consequently,
the volumes of digital conversations grew - encouraged by the
quality of the service obtained
According to Dr.Schaer's consumer service, handling a complaint
in public on social media is not considered dangerous. Conversely,
it's an opportunity to show how they're able to fix issues effectively
and transparently. In this way, they used the 'amplifier' effect
typical of social media to their advantage
They use Live Chat to handle specific situations because it has
proven effective - quickly solving the problem and converting
consumer sentiment from negative to very positive

Given the successes in terms of customer satisfaction and retention,
from 2018 on Dr. Schaer's consumer service began to export their
success model of Digital Customer Service also to colleagues in
foreign offices all over Europe.
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For us, handling a consumer's complaint in public (via Facebook) is an
opportunity to show our transparency and effectiveness.

Dolores Vincenzo - Lead Consumer Services @Dr. Schaer

 In this podcast [italian] you can listen to the interview with Dolores
Vincenzo - Lead Consumer Service in Dr. Schaer  clicking here . 
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4.Digital Customer Service Personas©

 Traditional digital channels 

Before getting to the core of the innovative digital channels and
therefore the Digital Customer Service Personas© skill-set model,
let's stop for a moment. So now focus your attention on two digital
channels that we can define as 'traditional' since they have been in
use for some time. In fact, you will most likely be using them for
many years to deliver assistance to your customers: see below a
quick look at their essential features before moving on.
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 The skill-set model for your Digital Customer Service Assistants 

Now take a deep breath because you're in the most innovative part
of this ebook. You are about to access the essential skill-set to help
you build up a a team of 'digital conversation specialists'. The Digital
Customer Service Personas © model is in fact the result of the work
we have done during the last two years with organizations of various
industries and sizes.

Why this model

More and more companies are managing customer support
through digital channels but do not yet know what skills are
needed, and how to nurture them
Even though aware of the advantages of an upskilling process for
their agents / assistants, they find it difficult to convince their
privileged stakeholders (decision makers aka budget owners)
Once their stakeholders re convinced, these needs must be
translated into priorities in order to get adequate budgets for hiring
& training (internal or external) of digital customer assistants.

Who benefits from it and how

  

Customer service managers / supervisors - optimizing digital
conversations with customers to increase retention
HR managers - creating new professional paths, attracting internal
/ external talents and letting them effectively grow.
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Our Digital Customer Service Personas©  framework sits on three
specific skills:

Knowledge: what you need to know
Capabilities: what it can do
Attitudes: what behaviors it is capable of acting

Which are then linked to main digital support channels:
Messaging apps - to date we consider the most popular one in
Europe (WhatsApp, Messenger, Telegram)
Social media and online review sites (i.e. public channels)
Live chat - live text conversations with the customer taking place
via app and/or web.
Video chat - real time video conversations with customers.
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4.1 How to hire DCS Assistants  

After this feast of content you may probably ask yourself:

What skills does my team need?
How do I build my Digital Customer Service training process?
Where do I start?

To respond effectively we have developed a path already
successfully tested with international companies from various
sectors. Here are the main steps.

The assessment of your resources

Before using the scalpel, the surgeon must know where to intervene.
Similarly in customer service the first activity we carry out is the
analysis of training needs. More specifically we investigate:

How big is the digital skill gap / what are the areas for improvement /
what skills to develop or consolidate

So we conduct a live assessment of customer service agents
/operators while they're working. This can be performed in person or
remotely.. Based on the results of this analysis, we draw the main
content of the training agenda. By doing so we make sure to focus
the training phase only on topics / areas that really need our
intervention; consequently the training is 100% customized to your
needs.

How to hire the Digital Customer Service team

After the assessment we help you hire (internally or externally) your
team of specialists in digital conversations. We do it with:

- Interviews to check candidates' motivation and attitudes

- Timed tests - for customer sentiment detection

Benefits: you are sure to choose the right people for your Digital
Customer Service team. You also build scalable internal know-how
since you'll have more team members to join as your digital
conversation volumes grow.
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4.2 How to train a DCS Team

After completing the hiring activity, you've got team member's names
and faces. It's time to let them gain knowledge, skills and attitudes to
take advantage of Digital Customer Service. The most effective
solution is a 3-step training process:

[1° day] Workshop with 50% of time doing exercises based on real
digital conversations with customers (to apply best practices)

⬇

[2° day] Follow-up with a laboratory on specific cases to check and
correct eventual mistakes

⬇

[3° day] Fine tuning - with one-on-one meetings with team members
to consolidate tone of voice
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Video

  Paolo Fabrizio speaking at CSEU 2019 (London, U.K.)

Watch and share this video showing the main
steps to effectively hire and train a team of digital
customer assistants.

This an excerpt from 'Build, train and engage your
customer service team' the panel I attended at
London's Customer Service & Experience Summit
2019.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjI73egwhzY
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What to do after reading this
ebook

I want to know more

Thank you for reading this ebook, we hope to having provided
you with useful insights to optimize relationships with your
digital customers.

Now it's up to you to make a choice for your near future:

Blue pill - for now I'm happy with it ('it would be nice, but we're
not ready yet for Digital Customer Service')
Red pill - I want to upskill my support staff to leverage digital
conversations and retain customers / stand out from
competitors
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https://customerserviceculture.com/en/about-me/
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